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This is a research methods text with a twist. It

conscious link to political science problems. They

is designed to provide political science students

discuss, thoroughly, the advantages and disadvan‐

and public administration students with an intro‐

tages of scientific knowledge and obstacles to it.

duction to the field in which they will do research.

With ample exercises at the end of this chapter

Thus, instead of the commonplace approach with

and subsequent ones, they attempt to involve the

descriptions of methods, formulae, and patterns

reader/student in linking political science with the

of analysis, this textbook contains a brief, but rel‐

methods and actually doing a "systematic re‐

atively thorough, background to the subject mat‐

search" project. The second chapter, which might

ter in various subfields of political science. In

be combined in some ways with the first in class‐

turn, it purports to build upon that introduction

room presentations, places the student in front of

to show students--second- or third-year majors in

the "choice problem"--what to research and why.

political science--the "scope" of political science

This is an excellent chapter and gets most stu‐

and its research methods and to engage the stu‐

dents, with ample lecture/discussion work, to the

dent in "doing" some political research. The goals

beginning of the research task. Chapter 3 intro‐

are worthy ones, and I must confess that the au‐

duces the reader to the problems and resources

thors' preface made me hopeful that I, as they,

for a literature review. It is weak on Web/electron‐

would finally have a methods book that did what

ic sources, but it gets the main idea across, has

students seem to need. The book succeeds more

ample lists of printed sources for the student to

than it fails, though it is still not the perfect book.

consult, and shows an admirable outline to pre‐

But then, find a textbook that is!

pare the literature review or bibliography.

The chapters tell the story here, and they also

Part Two of the book spends considerable

show the results of the authors' tough choices.

time on "The Scope of Political Science." It is basi‐

They chose, quite consciously, to begin with a

cally a selective review of the discipline, and it is

chapter that outlines research methods with a

good for what it is aiming to accomplish. The au‐
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thors announce their objective here as steering a

ject into the research process. Again, these are

reader/student to a research topic. The four "spe‐

choices the authors have made. The univariate

cialty" chapters--American politics, public admin‐

analysis chapter is very strong, and probably as

istration/policy, comparative politics, and interna‐

far as many students can go in this subject/course.

tional relations--are selective, and the authors ac‐

It has excellent student exercises. The bivariate

knowledge that choice. Chapter 4, on the other

and multivariate chapters--14 and 15--are quite

hand, is a relatively unique attempt to discuss the

complex for the level indicated and many stu‐

political world and to introduce ideas such as con‐

dents will be lost. However, an instructor who

cepts and variables, though not in those terms.

uses a more hands-on teaching style in class, with

This chapter might have served its purpose better

lots of lab time and consultation, will get the

at the beginning of the book, as chapter 1, but that

points over to students who are analyzing data

choice is one of the several tough ones made by

and facing the problems described.

the authors. It works in both places, and an in‐

The final chapter--"Putting It All Together"--

structor could move it easily without destroying

gets to both writing the research report and draw‐

continuity of the course. Chapters 5 through 8 de‐

ing implications from it. It is a strong chapter and

scribe each of the subfields. Each contains re‐

the authors make no apologies for taking a stu‐

search examples--some better than others--and

dent through a rigorous process. My only quarrel

each has exercises that could serve to move a stu‐

here is that, without ample teacher-student intro‐

dent relatively rapidly to a research choice. This is

duction, few students will have stuck with the

a valuable and unique strength of the book. It sets

text. The first appendix, which should be used

the context well enough that students may actual‐

early in the course, shows two well-presented ex‐

ly understand that research is part of political sci‐

amples of research projects.

ence and not a required course that is not "appli‐

There are many textbooks in "research meth‐

cable." The choices made by the authors were dif‐

ods." Few do as good a job as this one does in

ficult ones, but most of the time they seem good

making a comprehensive but strong connection

ones. The chapter on comparative politics seems a

between the field and doing research. In that

bit heavy on theory, but redeems itself with excel‐

sense, it is a superior textbook. Its weaknesses are

lent research examples and "hypothesizes."

those of chapter organization--those authors'

It is with Part Three, and after 181 pages, that

choices that are difficult to make--and the techni‐

we get to the implementation of research meth‐

cal nature of some of the later chapters. In many

ods. The section is a discussion--organized in

cases two or three simple examples would have

rather common units--of basic elements of politi‐

made the chapters stronger, but that is not the

cal science research. Each of the seven chapters in

book the authors chose to write and they should

this part of the book has clear and stated objec‐

not be criticized for this ambitious set of choices.

tives and decent to excellent exercises for stu‐

This is a text that will be very good for moti‐

dents. Some of the chapters require more "politi‐

vated students and instructors. It will require in‐

cal" examples of the ideas, though all do well. The

structors to spend considerable time in one-to-one

measurement chapter is the stronges,t while those

interaction with students if it is to succeed. This is

on bivariate analysis and multivariate analysis

not a book for remedial students. Thus, I recom‐

may be too complex for any but the best of under‐

mend it to all research methods instructors who

graduates. The research design chapter seems a

have students, rather than "attendees." Of the sev‐

bit "theoretical" and without sufficient examples,

eral choices available, this is one of the best for

but the data collection chapter does an excellent

that audience. I would use this book with third- or

job of integrating sampling as a meaningful sub‐
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fourth-year undergraduates with good reading
and study skills. If my course has students with‐
out strong backgrounds in analytical thinking, I
will lose most in the first few weeks of a semester.
For those who prefer rigor to spoon-feeding, this
may be a laudable goal. In summary, a good book
for teachers and students who want to do re‐
search.
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